
Copium meaning twitch: What Does It Mean? 
 

During your Twitch viewing experience, you may have come across the copium meaning twitch chat. If 

you’re unfamiliar with copium, it’s one of the many emotes created by the Twitch community and are 

currently exclusive to Twitch chat. Some of these emotes, like copium twitch emote, have become so 

popular that they have made their way into everyday chats outside of Twitch such as Discord, Slack, and 

even e-mail! But how did this emote begin? What is copium mean? Find out everything you need to know 

about the copium emote below! 

Urban Dictionary user enterprise 1701 defined the word Copium as a state of entertainment-induced 

opiate created primarily by sports and politics. It's not often used in Twitch chat, but it is a popular meme 

that originated in 2016 when politics started becoming increasingly stressful. It has been a meme which 

has been in US presidential elections over the last two years. 

 

The cop Affix 
Cop is a common word that means police officer. That meaning applies to its etymology as well, as cop 

originally referred to someone who had been arrested by law enforcement and was held in police custody. 

The suffix –ium, meanwhile, is added to words to derive nouns that refer to a place or a state of being. 

Copium then describes not only what cops do—make arrests—but also where they do it—in a cop shop 

(or perhaps more formally known as a police station). 

 

Where the Word copium meaning twitch Came From 
Cop is a meme that used to get thrown around in chat rooms back when MySpace was an OG social 

network. Cop has become shorthand for Copy, Paste—and it’s especially common in Twitch chat. In case 

you were wondering why cop appears more often than not on certain words, it can be attributed to copy 

pasta—humorous passages of text that have been copied and pasted (and sometimes edited) numerous 

times across online forums. 

 

The Origin of the Twitch.tv Emotes 
Back in 2015, Twitch.tv launched a competition to design its own emojis. The goal was to make something 

that captured not only what Twitch is all about but what each streamer individually represented. This new 

set of emoji-like emotes would go on to become known as Twitch Blits and they came with their own 

language (that admittedly went over many newcomers’ heads). Although things have evolved quite a bit 

since then, there are still plenty of unspoken rules around them. 

 

How Do I Use the Copium Emote on Twitter? 
You can use Copium on Twitter, Facebook, and more. Here's how you can make it work for you. What Is 

Copium Meme meaning? Don't know what copium is? Learn all about its meaning and origin here. We'll 
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also explain how to use copium in a sentence or two. And if you're curious about other memes like copium, 

check out our list of meme definitions! 

 

How Do I Use the Copium Emote on Facebook Messenger? 
The copium meme uses text characters in a blue bubble, and it's primarily used to spam chat rooms on 

Twitch.tv. The term copium may have originated from a typo of copying, as twitch chatters often try to 

copy each other's emotes. It’s also called Hopium. 

 

How Do I Use the Copium Emote on Slack and Discord? 
Copium is a twitch chat emote used to show agreement with something someone said. The copium emote 

appears when you type /copium into discord or slack, but you can also use it by writing it in text and 

clicking on it. This emote can be used in multiple ways and there’s several different variations of its 

appearance. To start using copium in your next conversation, check out our guide for how to do that! 

Click Here for more related articles. 
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